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An evening of films by Ken Wilson - 24.6.2021 on Zoom
Fourteen PBFM club members joined Ken for his illustrated talk, which included seven
examples of his films from over the years. He began his interest in film making when he
was 11 years old and often visited the cinema. By 16 years old, Ken was making his own
films. In 1985 he named his productions “Phase Four Films”

Ken writes, casts, directs and edits all his films with some help from his wife Carol. He
writes films with particular actors in mind and plans the locations carefully. Ken has used
actors from local drama groups and often reuses actors, such as Keith Pottage (above) in
other films that he makes. Ken currently has two new films in production. He uses a wide
variety of shots, including tight close ups of the faces of his actors, to increase suspense,
and the humour is quite “dark” within his movies.
DROPPING OFF (Comedy) 9.25 mins (4:3) 2002 https://youtu.be/U8nttLUpQtU
A man is attempting suicide from a railway bridge. A passing cyclist tries to discourage
him but things do not go quite to plan. The film was shot in a day.
ENCOUNTER (Drama) 6 mins (4:3)

https://youtu.be/M_p_hoVMkmo

A lady finds her car has been stolen and a man offers to help her.
THE BED (Thriller) 8.5 mins (16:9) 2008

https://youtu.be/Lvtkr6C-szM

Dramatic music is used with close ups of a girl, trapped by her bed.
SINKING (Comedy) 12.5 mins (16:9) 2005 https://youtu.be/5aN4MSbL1H4
Two friends on a hike find a man stuck in a pond. They cannot get him out and look for
help, unfortunately the man they find has his own problems.
THE END (Comedy) 10.00 mins (16:9)

https://youtu.be/oe6MGV9cEQ8

A salesman visits a women but tells her he is the Grim Reaper, is it a scam?
THE CONTRACT (Comedy drama) 16 mins (16:9) https://youtu.be/JUsufTlxSO0
A man tries to hire an assassin to murder a business colleague but all is not as it seems.
The film was made in 2013
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BREAKING POINT (Thriller) 13 mins (16:9) 2018https://youtu.be/uEIgPV7EdM8
A girl is being stalked by her ex. She confides in a friend and then meets up with her ex at
home, she has a kitchen knife in her hand…
Ken talked about the making of each film and answered questions from us. He was
thanked for an interesting evening by Andrew Tweed, who showed the videos on Zoom
for us.
(Not shown.) The End out takes

https://youtu.be/1fgbsQEqLu4

Thanks to Bob Chester for forwarding this cartoon
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Potters Bar Cine Society – August 1963 – Christine Collins
This has arrived from Bernard Ashby in Australia. I'm sure it will be of interest in the
Newsletter! The person to whom he is referring re. black hair isn't me! It must be Bernard!
It certainly brings back memories of the vast set up required for the Public Show. It is
interesting to read about how they were in need of new members and the usual methods of
advertising...nothing changes!! I think the pictures of the Public Show set up were at
Tilbury Hall P.B. and the 'shoot' was at Oakmere House.
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Thursday 8th July Club Open Competition on Zoom
Nine club members joined the evening on Zoom. Two films were entered in this year’s
competition, “The wedding of Laura and Oz” by Max Bender 9:41
https://youtu.be/QWWGmJ2nom4 which received 56.4% and “Imagine 3” by Andrew
Saunders 2:00 https://youtu.be/0uUhhACi4yI which received 66.0% from the seven
members who voted.
“The wedding of Laura and Oz” was filmed in May under Covid restrictions and only close
family were able to attend St Albans Registry Office with masks and social distancing in
place. Club members thought the position of the camera caused the image to be under
exposed during the ceremony as it was pointing towards light. It was felt that that a zoom
shot of “the kiss” would have been good and use of a second camera to provide “cut
away” shots would have been helpful.
“Imagine 3” was a “quirky” film that used some colour and some black and white shots to
create an effective atmosphere as Andrew entered a flat for an interview and was
“tortured” (by his daughter) before being allowed to join the film club! It is the third film
that Andrew has made on the “joining Potters Bar FilmMakers” theme.
The members commented that it was good that two film makers had created and
entered movies for this competition.

The Potters Bar FilmMakers Public Show
The Public Show was cancelled again this year because of concerns about the effect that
Covid might have on attendance. It has been rebooked for Saturday 1st October 2022 at
Northaw Village Hall, so put the date in your diary now!
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John Astin memorial tea at Broxbourne Cricket Club – 11.7.2021
On Sunday 11th July 2021, a memorial tea took place at Broxbourne Cricket Club, where
John Astin had both played and coached for many years. The club had a marquee in
which over sixty friends from the cricket club, U3A, model railway enthusiasts and Potters
Bar FilmMakers were able to chat and meet each other. It was particularly nice to be able
to meet John’s cousin, David Astin and his long-time friends Celia and John Higson, and
their family.
Our club was represented by Andrew Saunders, Bob Chester, Heather Hawkes, Howard
and Leo Howard and Max Bender. We were given a lovely homemade afternoon tea and
then there were speeches from Tim Pedlar (Chairman of Broxbourne Cricket Club), David
Astin and Celia Higson. Celia had also prepared a lovely display of memorabilia of John’s
life and interests. I had chance to talk with one of John’s former pupils who chatted
enthusiastically about the influence John had had on him as a teacher, cricket coach and
friend. The afternoon was a very fitting tribute to John and his very varied life.
Thanks to Bob Chester for additional photographs and Leo Howard for video.
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Celia gave a short speech “although many of the different groups to which John belonged
did not know about each other, John (my husband) and I knew about all the different
groups and John's various activities. He was very much a part of our family and our
daughters and grandchildren have always known him as Uncle John. I thank people for
coming, many from long distances and for the friendship they had shown John over the
years.”
David spoke and said that he had only been getting to know John properly over the last
few years since he himself retired and was very interested to know about all his various
hobbies. There was quite an age gap, so they didn't know much about each other as
children. He was a little envious of John living in one place and really settling down as he
had spent many years working abroad, a completely different lifestyle. “I thanked the
club for organising the event, said something about John's long connection with
Broxbourne, and how nice it was to meet people whose lives had been impacted so
positively by John through his teaching and cricket coaching.”
The subscription to John’s extensive Vimeo library of films has been continued and it will
be taken over by Potters Bar FilmMakers so that his many movies will continue to be
available to watch.
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5/8/21

Dear David,

I am writing on behalf of the members of PBFM to thank you for dealing with John’s
bequest to us of £1000.

It was very generous of him to think of the club and the money will certainly be put to
good use and for the benefit of our members.

We have renamed one of our Film of the Year Awards in his memory and chose the
Documentary category as he made so many excellent films about unusual things and
places that we thought it would be the most appropriate.

As you know, we did a similar thing for another member, John Parkes, and as he and John
worked together giving outside shows for many years, and were always looking at, and
discussing, new equipment to see if it would be of benefit to the club, it is fitting that
both Johns will be remembered in such a way, not only for how much they both did, and
readily gave of their time over the years, but for themselves.

Thank you again for looking after things on behalf of John and if you would like to come
to any of PBFM events you would be most welcome.

Yours sincerely.

PENNY LOVE

Hon secretary.
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“In the Heights”
“In the Heights” is a musical with music and rap lyrics by Lin-Manuel Miranda and a book
by Quiara Alegría Hudes. The story is set over the course of three days, involving
characters in the largely Dominican neighbourhood of Washington Heights in Upper
Manhattan, New York City.
Originally a stage show which opened in 2005, it is now a film full of vibrant music and
vivacious dance routines which give a nod to “West Side Story” and the Busby Berkeley
musicals. Filming began on June 3, 2019, in New York. The film was scheduled to be
released on August 7, 2020, in the United Kingdom. However, it was delayed to June 10,
2021, due to the COVID-19 pandemic and had an opening weekend box office of $11.5
million worldwide.
If you like the music from the stage show “Hamilton”, you will enjoy this, it’s quite a long
film but has some impressive dance sequences and effects and the prerequisite for
musicals, a neat ending. The final credits are extensive and you are then rewarded with a
final “tie up” scene featuring Lin-Manuel Miranda.
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Film script planning evening 22.7.2021 on Zoom
Twelve members initially joined the evening, Andrew Tweed apologized for not being able to stay.
The meeting began with Ed Kinge revisiting his proposed script for a short film about a china dog
that an old man buys from a charity shop and how it eventually returns there. The group agreed
that it should go ahead and that other female club members should be approached to play the
charity shop workers. Ed was keen to play the old man and direct much of the action. He will
produce a “shooting script” with the aim of filming in mid-September. Sid Dawkins has organized a
charity shop location in Ware that can be used for filming on Sundays.
Andrew Saunders proposed a remake of a “Dave Allen” sketch. Another idea, based on mask
wearing during COVID, was that people could not understand each other speak as they were
muffled and one character takes off their mask and speaks in a muffled voice without the mask!

Bob Chester suggested a Jewelers as a location for a couple who see a gem stone that the wife
likes very much. The couple then go off to shop separately. Later, he rings her and she asks him
where he is. He replies “Do you remember the jewelers where we saw that gem?” She replies
excitedly “Oh yes…” to which he replies “Well, I’m in the pub next door!”
Chris Cook talked about the possibility of making historical documentaries about Potters Bar and
of his connection with the Priest at St Mary’s Church in The Walk which performs high Anglican
rituals. PBFM have been approached by Potters Bar Historical Society in the past and are awaiting
further clarification from them of what they would like filmed.
Ed proposed that all members would be encouraged to prepare a shooting script for a “one line”
joke before September and circulate them.
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Hollywood’s Sunset Studio to open a new base in Hertfordshire

This is an artist’s impression of £700m Sunset Studios which could bring more than 4,500
jobs to Broxbourne in Hertfordshire (photograph: Blackstone/PA)
The US production house is latest major studio to find a home in the region as demand for
TV and film surges
Hollywood’s Sunset Studios, which produced La La Land, Zoolander and the first in the XMen franchise, has become the latest US movie production house to adopt the leafy
Hertfordshire countryside as its main base outside the US.
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Backed by £700m from two major US investment firms, the TV and film studio complex will
create more than 4,500 jobs on a 37-hectare (91-acre) greenfield site in Broxbourne, close
to the arc of rival studio complexes north-west of London known as Britain’s Hollywood.
The area is already home to independent Elstree Studios, where Paddington, Netflix
series The Crown and the BBC’s Strictly Come Dancing are filmed, as well as the BBC’s
own Elstree studio, which is home to EastEnders.
Sky is in the process of building a 13-hectare studio complex in Elstree which will be home
for the TV group and NBC Universal, which owns The Fast and the Furious-maker
Universal Studios.
There is also a proposal by property developer Bidwells to create Hertswood Studio, a
complex including 21 stages, production offices and a film training college, at nearby
Borehamwood.
Warner Brothers Studios, where the third film in the Fantastic Beasts Harry Potter spin-off
is currently being shot, is in nearby Leavesden.
Sunset is expected to be the largest film and TV studio campus in the UK, with between
15 and 25 sound stages contributing £300m a year to the local economy, if planning
approval is given. The group currently owns three studios in Hollywood and announced
plans for a fourth – Sunset Glenoaks – last week.
The Sunset development comes amid a surge in film and TV production spend in the UK
resulting from a mix of tax breaks and strong demand for new content created by the
growth of streaming platforms such as Netflix, Amazon Prime and Apple TV.
International film and high-end TV production spend in the UK topped £2.34bn in 2020,
according to the British Film Commission (BFC), the agency responsible for attracting film
and TV productions.
While spending was down on a record £3bn in 2019, as many productions were put on
hold during the pandemic, the industry returned to growth in the final part of 2020.
“One thing that has become obvious is that the appetite for film and television content from
consumers has gone through the roof,” said Adrian Wootton, the chief executive of the
BFC.
“Streaming subscriptions for firms like Amazon, Netflix, Hulu and Disney have just got
bigger and bigger and the pandemic has accelerated that. People have short attention
spans and are consuming more and more content.”
(Excerpts from an article first published by “The Guardian”)
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“Film to Record or poem” Competition, Thursday 9th September 2021
This was our first evening back at the Wyllyotts since the pandemic began and it was
extremely well attended, with seventeen members present, an additional two joining in
on Zoom and David Astin joining us as a guest. There were six films entered in the
competition.
First shown was “Christmas in Potters Bar” by Max Bender (3:10)
https://youtu.be/MZcNI2Pb-vA It was shot locally over two evenings and the members
thought it was good filming in the dark. It gained 62.3% and was placed 5th.

The second film was “Peanuts” by Ed Kinge (1:30) Peanuts. 2.mp4 It was filmed near
where Ed worked and took three sessions. The clips and song were speeded up. Dogs
were a problem while filming. It was given 73.9% and won the competition.
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The next movie was “Sea Fever” by Andrew Saunders (2:00) https://youtu.be/R848eFo1rc The sea of “forget me not” flowers had a sailing boat “floating” on it, moved by
rods. It gained 69.5% of the vote and second place in the competition.
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The fourth film was “It is well with my soul” also by Andrew Saunders (2:55)
https://youtu.be/vOLs24l4o0I It was a film previously entered, but with a new soundtrack
added. The film was awarded 59.4% and was placed 6th.
The penultimate movie was “Pub Song” filmed by James Englefield (2:45) it was a late
entrant and was shown from a USB stick. It was filmed at the pub James and his family
used to run, it was a cold day and the customers were bored so they sang “Na Na Na Na”
from the Muppets and everyone enjoyed doing it. The film received 66.2%, was placed
4th and won the Graduate Prize.
The final film was “Red Ballet” made by Sid Dawkins (2:00) and was shown from a DVD. It
was a film of the Red Arrows, shot at several air shows, including RAF Duxford, and had
very clear definition of the aircraft. It gained 67.3% and was placed 3rd in the competition.
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Preparing a “shooting script”, led by Ed Kinge on 23.9.2021
The session, planning a club film, was led by Ed and we sat in a circle at Wyllyotts with
three members joining us on Zoom, which was organised by Andrew Tweed. The “It’s a
dog’s life” script by Ed was divided into five “fade out” scenes so that each could be
filmed by a small separate group. Casting and locations were discussed and finalised.
Scene 1 - At a charity shop (to be filmed in Ware with Sid Dawkins organising a Sunday
shoot at the location) where a china dog is purchased. Heather Hawkes, and extras as
shoppers required.
Scene 2 - At Kim and Gill’s house in the day. Then “night” shooting split between there
and Ed’s house as the burglars steal and then discard the dog (Max and Andrew
Saunders)
Scene 3 - Old man (Ed) finds dog and takes it home (location interior of Max’s house)
Scene 4 - Old man has died and the house is cleared (Max to film) Council workers (Leo
and Bob) clear house and retrieve the china dog.
Scene 5) – The charity shop where the dog goes on sale again.
It was decided to use one camera at each location, possibly one donated from John Astin.
After this, discussion took place about a short script from the ideas sent to Ed which
could be filmed during the next session at Wyllyotts.
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From Bob Chester…

Recently seen in a classic car magazine. I thought it
sounded nice!
Polyoxybenzylmethenglycolanhydride
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“Film Fun” by Andrew Saunders
Filmmaking is good fun on your own and great fun with a group. When you decide to
make a video on a subject be it a documentary on your garden runner beans or an edit of
your holiday clips from Bournemouth, its best not to leave it in the can for too long. You
want to see the effort of your labours, so the next best thing to filming is to compose a
film, edit, finish it and upload it to storage like YouTube or Vimeo and show the world.
A group film as the name suggests involves getting like-minded useful helpers for
operations and other people involved like acting for what use they will be. The project gets
serious as you have to plan. You need a bit of a script so that those involved know what
they are doing there, where to shoot the film in a room, what about the lighting out on the
streets what about the noise and then you hear, “What are you filming, this is private
property!”.
You have to arrange dates and times for the crew to meet up then to shoot the movie.
Group filming is stressful and goes on and on, hopefully not with long debates on how it
should be done or “if I had known, my cousin has a dolly and lights”. This is why you
should have a bit of a plan to stick to or it may never get finished. Also, have suitable
equipment available.
Now, as a plumber come builder, you don’t hand over your best tools to a friend because
he wants to bash his wall down, you may never talk again! So this is where a reluctance
comes in with group filming, that unless you are in the group then it’s my ball I’m not
playing unless every member has state of the art gear so we would need to rent equipment,
like in the industry, or be caretaker our own basic club gear.
Then it’s just about finding the time to sit down in front of the edit screen and
remembering how you did it last time and uploads, memory, ram, software updates notice
and the fact computers get out of date! It can technically be broken even though they still
work, pass that and editing really is an easy jig-saw, as long as you have a vision of how
you want to see the finished movie. The final achievement is the satisfaction of doing it,
and like art, the film will always be there to see.

‘SHOW A FILM’ NIGHT. 7th OCTOBER 2021. A REPORT
FROM YOUR ROVING REPORTER, PENNY LOVE.
Due to the petrol shortages and everyone saving every drop they had in their tanks, (not
counting those with Hybrid or All Electric cars of course!!!), it was decided that we would
change the meeting from Wyllyotts and Zoom, to Zoom only. Thanks to Ed’s suggestion
we asked members to ‘show’ one of their older films and tell us how it had come about to
be made. It always seems such a shame when people go to all the trouble of making their
films and sometimes, unless they win the competition, and/or are entered into outside, or
the Film of the Year comps, we never see them again. We hope to include this in the next
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programme somewhere as made a really nice evenings viewing. Best when in Wyllyotts
as can then show in several formats.
First up was mine called ‘A Handful of Prickles’. My lap top doesn’t have a DVD player
included, all memory sticks when I bought this one but I didn’t realise that, so Andrew
Saunders said he would see if he could deal with it for me. Unfortunately, even with his
best efforts and advice on the night from others, the perishing thing wouldn’t show so I
just gave some info about it. It had been in a competition some years ago so those there
remembered it. It came about as I was talking one day to the HFWI secretary, when I went
into the office while I was the newsletter editor, about a couple of rescued Hedgehogs she
and her husband had taken on. I contacted the ‘rescue lady’ and she agreed that I could
film her and them. Over I went, near High Wycombe, and just filmed everything she
showed and told me about. Dreadful how many are injured by getting caught up in those
plastic rings on cans of drink, all sorts of wire etc. just thrown away anywhere regardless.
Some are so bad that have to have limbs removed, and one was taken in with plastic so
badly cutting into its nose that once it was removed they had to stitch his little nose back
on. She fed them on cat’s food but only certain makes as some have additives in that are
OK for moggies that could upset the little creatures. She also had two baby ones, only a
few days old, held in the palm of her hand, aaaaaaaaaaahhhhhhhhhhhh,
lovely………………...
‘Messing about on the River’ next from Ed. Made for the Film to a Record comp and
showed all sorts of river boats. Long boats, short boats, canoes, rowing boats, sailing
boats, kids canoeing and falling into the river, with life jackets on of course. People
painting their crafts, lots of polishing of the copper and brass, some of the lovely barge art,
(painted watering cans and pots), the various bits and pieces of the boats, and a very calm,
and all four legs very ‘seaworthy’ I am sure, big black Labrador lounging on the deck. Ed
described it as an ‘illustrative’ film as it fitted all the words and on the beat of the music
and ‘plops’ of the water. Excellent and very ‘toe tapping’, even a little singing along if you
remembered the words.
Who’ll Stop the Rain’ was Ed’s second one. Rain pouring from gutters, into drains,
coming out of drain pipes, people walking along pavements and through huge puddles,
cars and buses driving through it splashing water everywhere, people holding up brolly’s
but many still getting wet. Lovely shots from inside windows with the water running down
the panes of glass, even some night shots of cars etc headlights very bright and reflecting
the rain back at you. The song was not one I had heard of, but, as we know, Ed finds lots
of unusual records, and I found the words difficult to ‘catch’. He said this time he had
ignored the words and filmed his own interpretation of them. The song was about the
troubles in the world and he felt the rain was how it could make people feel. He made it as
he loves the song and the music.
Penguins in Patagonia from Daphne but as her film is on mini dv, it couldn’t be shown
but she spoke about it. Hopefully we will be able to see it one day as its a really interesting
film. She was on holiday and took the opportunity of filming the penguins, even laying on
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the ice to get very low shots into one of them’s beak/mouth/throat, showing how they eat
and swallow their food. Daphne said that it was very windy and I can remember some
comments about this when she showed it at the club night, but nothing she could do about
that. She is a very dedicated film maker and goes to great lengths to get what she wants. I
don’t think I would fancy laying in the snow and ice however much I wanted the shot.
Thanks for telling us about it Daphne, I remembered a lot of it when you were speaking.
Preventing a Catsastrophe, (yes, this is the correct spelling) was from Sid. No
explanation with it but was about the conservation programme that is connected to
Paradise Wild Life Park in Broxbourne and shows how various ‘Big Cats’, Tigers, (both
the Orange and White ones), are protected and looked after. There are less than 350 left in
the world now, mostly due to poaching for their fur. There used to be 10 different species
but now only 4. The numbers of Snow Leopards is also dwindling as they are still poached
and killed for their beautiful fur. We saw some lovely Leopard cubs blissfully playing not
knowing the dreadful things the animals in the wild have to live through, and with, every
day. We also saw Lions, male and female, living as normal a life as possible in the
sanctuary, these creatures are also dwindling in numbers, again due to being poached and
killed for all sorts of reasons.
Witch Boy from Eric about Halloween and Trick or Treat. Eric is moaning away to
himself about how much he hates the evening and how people keep some sweets to give
the kids or they would throw eggs at his windows.
Two kids come to his door but as he doesn’t join in with their requests they come back
later and threaten him with dire consequences, one girl picks up a big kitchen knife. They
throw an egg, he slips on it and falls in the kitchen, hits his head and dies. It was filmed in
black and white, the kids had heavy frightening make up on, and the low lighting gave it a
dramatic atmosphere. Ed said that Eric makes films on original ideas. Agreed it was a
good and creepy film.
Andrew Tweed showed some clips from the film he took in Mongolia. He and Barbara
had a guide and were taken to visit one family. They mostly live in what looked like very
substantial ‘tents’ called Gher. We saw them getting ready for a special festival called
Naadan, mainly horse riding and the children were preparing for when they rode their
horses and ponies. The village Elders were giving advice to those entering the races.
Andrew and Barbara were offered, and drank, some of the milk called Ayrag, which is
horse’s milk, and from which cheese is made and they sell. The milk is also used to bless
the horses before they go off to the festival.
Beth Chatto Garden from Max. The film showed the lovely garden designed by Beth,
lots of lakes and ponds, nice BCU of the flowers and plants and a special ‘dry garden’. She
wrote a book titled ‘Dry Garden’ which was published in 1968. Max’s comments were
sent in as he was at another meeting. He, Helen and a friend had been to Suffolk for a
holiday and called in on the way home. He had just bought a new movie camera and this
was the first time he used it, ‘straight out of the packaging’. They only had a couple of
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hours there so he filmed everything he could and sorted it out later when editing, He found
that the camera automatically put the date on all the footage so a problem straight away.
With some research, it was made into a documentary, to which he added some Chopin
piano music. He put it on YouTube, it is very popular and has had 1,164 ‘hits’ to
date!!!!!!! https://youtu.be/I4LR8KTQOmc

Christine showed Radio Cracker which was made in 1992 and was about one of the ‘pop
up’ radio stations that we hear at Christmas time raising money for various charities. This
one was in aid of The United Churches of Palmers Green and the studio was in the
Intimate Theatre Palmers Green. Christine spotted it being set up so grabbed a camera
from where she was working, a Canon Hi 8, and hi-tailed it over to film it all. She
interviewed the project manager who explained that they were only there for a couple of
weeks. People rang in, pledged money and their record request was played on air. She
showed the ‘behind the scenes’ stuff that we never think of in these cases by interviewing
the DJ’s and staff running it all. One person interviewed was a policeman who gave info
and tips to keep your property safe and he asked for the record called ‘Defusing the
bomb’. Everyone in the studio was laughing at the words so added to all the fun. Christine
ended the film on a ‘freeze frame’ of one of the young lads turning to the camera and
laughing. Unfortunately there was a problem with the sound, not on the original film, and
it was very low volume and difficult to hear, despite Andrew ‘fiddling with the techno’,
but we got most of it and Christine filled in the gaps.
It was a very good and interesting evening and nice to see, and hear about, films we hadn’t
seen for a long time, some of our newer members may not have seen them at all!! We will
hopefully include a similar evening in the 2022 programme and when shown live at
Wyllyotts, on the big screen, can be enjoyed even more.
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“Radio Cracker” Christine Collins
A few pictures of the Canon Hi 8mm video Camera that I used to film Radio Cracker in
1992.
I bought it from “Cameracraft” in Palmers Green and the chap there told me that any
camera with a Canon lens was the one to have! The quality, at the time, was exceptional.
It was very heavy but had all possible adjustments on it as well as playback facilities. You
could hold it in the usual way or I preferred to hold it using the back which was like using
a professional still camera. It was/is my most favourite camera of all time. With the
possible exception of my first standard 8mm fixed focus Admira...which I still have!!!
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All articles written by the editor unless credited otherwise, with grateful
thanks to all the contributors and “Roving Reporter”, Penny Love

Distribution dates for the next News Letter.
Please send your articles or comments for inclusion
In the Winter News Letter to:The PBFM Editor – Max Bender

bender@screaming.net
by the following dates:Last dates for Hard Copy Input to the editor 3rd December 2021
Last dates for Contributions by e-mail 10th December 2021
(WORD documents, font 14, with JPEG photographs separately)
E-mail and Hard Copy Distribution date 17th December 2021
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